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Engaging customers using creative strategies
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As a professional florist you are certainly aware
that engaging with customers in a retail shop can
help assure that they not only purchase more but
also return more often.
However, it’s important to keep in mind that the
mindsets of many consumers have changed. Derek
Woodruff, owner of Floral Underground and a team
member at Darling Botanical Co. in Michigan, says,
“Flower shops used to be treated like a gift shop
— people were coming in with one purpose …
to buy this for that. Because of that dying off and
people shopping online, the way to get people into
your store and keep people in your store is through
customer engagement.”
A logical starting point for optimizing the art of
connecting with customers is to identify what customers want more of.
This year, Derek says that it’s plants.
Although Pantone named Greenery the color of
the year for 2017, Derek believes the interest in lush
greenery was reflected in consumer trends before
going mainstream.
“There’s a huge lust for plant material both unique
and affordable,” he says. “Pantone’s Greenery trend
has come from people being more interested in
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living greens, and that’s been a thing
for a while now, as we know. I think
that the surge in the popularity is
fueling the trend more so than
them announcing a trend and
us following it.”
Getting customers excited
about plants relates back
to customer engagement
strategies, which Derek and
the Darling Botanical Company
are highly experienced in. One
way the shop brings customers in
to buy those plants is by opening a
“terrarium bar,” as Derek calls it, which is a
guided, family-friendly experience where customers can build their
“own little world right in our store.” Materials are purchased a la
carte.
Another way Darling Botanical engages customers is by renting
out space for cocktail parties, private dinners, and bridal and baby
showers, among other events. Derek recently hosted a Market
Flower Makeover workshop at the shop where people brought
their own vases, were given a grocery store bouquet, and were
taught by Derek how to make a designer piece from that.
Complementing the workshop, Derek offers a YouTube channel that shows people how to make their own
floral arrangements. To not compete with Darling
Botanical, Derek changed Floral Underground to a
subscription service where customers can purchase
a package with flowers and a vase handpicked by
Derek, and then tune into the YouTube channel to
learn how to tastefully arrange the flowers. Derek
has self-promoted his business on social media
with short videos designing floral arrangements
that show regular people how they can design their
own living spaces with flowers. Check out the Floral
Underground Facebook page at
tinyurl.com/nxbs4a3.
“I love teaching consumers how to design with
plants, how to design with flowers, and how to
design a room with plants and flowers,” Derek
says. “It’s so fun because they’re impressed by
the little things and they feel so rewarded when
they can do something they think only designers
can do.”

educational insights — including
videos — visit the Floriology Institute website
(floriologyinstitute.com) and Facebook
page (facebook.com/floriologyinstitute).
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